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Preprint, September, 1999 1State-spae realization and orthogonal rational funtionsP. Van guht and A. Bultheel �Department of Computer Siene, K.U.Leuven, BelgiumE-mail: fPatrik.Vanguht-Adhemar.Bultheelg�s.kuleuven.a.beIn this artile we give a state spae approah to orthogonal rational funtions and how they an be used insystem identi�ation. The main result is a reursive algorithm to �nd the minimal balaned realization of aprodut of suessive rational inner funtions. It generalizes an algorithm by Heuberger et al. who onsideredthe ase of powers of a �xed rational matrix inner funtion. We extend this to the general blok form whihallows to onsider a produt of inner matrix funtions. This realization an be used to �nd an orthogonalbasis of rational funtions.1. IntrodutionIn reent years, there has been an inreasing interest in the use of orthogonal rational funtionsin linear system theory [1,2,5,9,6,8,12℄.If we want to represent for example a stable transfer funtion, we an use the lassial basisfzkg, whih leads to a Laurent expansion of the funtion whih uses Markov parameters. Typialapproximants are then obtained by trunation or (minimal) partial realization methods. However, ingeneral, these methods do not give good norm-approximation and are numerially unstable. To over-ome this problem one may swith to an orthogonal polynomial basis. This is better for least squaresapproximation and for numerial stability. But still those bases may give some onvergene problemsfor the supremum norm, unless speial summation tehniques (e.g. Fej�er- or '-summation [7℄) areused and if onvergene ours, it may be very slow. The latter problem is espeially ruial if there isa pole lose to the imaginary axis or the unit irle (depending on whether one onsiders a ontinuoustime or a disrete time system). This was the reason why one started to use approximants belongingto subspaes of rational funtions (rather than polynomials) whose poles are presribed in advaneand whih preferrably should be lose to the atual pole of the system. Good approximations mayalready be obtained with only few terms in the orthogonal expansion whih may lead to a onsiderabledata redution. We also mention here that Fej�er-summation an be generalized to orthogonal rationalfuntions with respet to an arbitrary measure � on the unit irle (instead of the Lebesgue measure).See [10℄.Let us onsider a disrete time system, with a stable proper transfer funtion f . Thus f is in theHilbert spae H2(E) of square integrable funtions, analyti in E [T, where E = fz 2 C : jzj > 1g andT= fz 2 C : jzj = 1g.� This work is partially supported by the Fund for Sienti� Researh (FWO), projet \Orthogonal systems and theirappliations", grant #G.0278.97 and the Belgian Programme on Interuniversity Poles of Attration, initiated by theBelgian State, Prime Minister's OÆe for Siene, Tehnology and Culture. The sienti� responsibility rests with theauthors.



2The polynomial basis fz�kg1k=0 is orthogonal and omplete in H2(E), i.e. any funtion in H2(E)an be approximated arbitrary lose in L2-norm by a polynomial in z�1. The trunated expansionnXk=0 kz�k ; k = Df; z�kE := 12� Z 2�0 f(ei�)eik�d�;is the best (in least squares sense) approximation of the transfer funtion f in the subspae Ln =spanf1; z�1; : : : ; z�ng.The idea is to generalize this to the setting whereLn = � pn(z)Qnk=1(z � �k) : pn 2 �n� ;where �n is the set of polynomials in z of degree at most n and all �k lie in the open unit disD = fz 2 C : jzj < 1g. Remark that if all �k = 0, then Ln redues to the set of polynomials in z�1 ofdegree at most n as before.Now we want to onstrut a set of orthogonal rational funtions �k suh that �n 2 Ln nLn�1 and�n ? Ln�1. The most popular among the orthogonal rational funtions are the Kautz and Laguerresystems. For a survey of the history and appliations, see [5,9,8,1℄. In the Laguerre ase, the �k areall equal to some � 2 D . They are appropriate for modeling dominant �rst order dynamis. Forseond-order dynamis, the Kautz-system is used where there are only two di�erent �k , whih areomplex onjugates and repeated an in�nite number of times.In [5,8℄ this idea is generalized a step further in the sense that there are d di�erent �k that areylially repeated in�nitely. A further generalization is ahieved in [6℄, where an arbitrary sequene� = f�1; �2; : : :g � D denotes the presribed poles. The orthogonal rational funtions are known asthe Malmquist basis [11, p. 224℄. In a sequene of papers, summarized in the monograph [3℄, moregeneral orthogonal rational funtions are onsidered. They are more general in the sense that theyare orthogonal with respet to an arbitrary measure � on T. These orthogonal rational funtions were�rst onsidered by M.M. Djrbashian, see [4℄ for a survey and referenes of his work.It is our intention of this paper to show that the state spae approah that was used in [5℄ totreat a �nite number of poles that is ylially repeated (heneforth alled the yli ase) an begeneralized to an arbitrary sequene of poles.We follow rather losely the approah used by Heuberger, Van den Hof and Bosgra in their paper[5℄. This paper shows that their ideas �t in a more general setting.This artile is built up as follows. In the seond setion some notations and results are sum-marized. Our main results, Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, are stated in setion three. The fourth setiondisusses the minimal balaned realization of a square inner funtion of degree 1. This ould be usedin a reursive algorithm to onstrut the minimal balaned realization of a produt of inner funtions.In setion �ve, suh a general blok form algorithm is given, whih is also the generalization of whatis done in [5℄. Setion six ontains the proof of our main results, Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. In the lastsetion we give our onlusions and some speial ases.2. PreliminariesIn this artile we will only onsider disrete time signals and systems. Here are some notationsthat are used troughout this artile.



3(:)� Hermitian onjugate = omplex onjugate of the transpose: (:)T ;Rp�q set of p� q real matries;C p�q set of p� q omplex matries;Z set of integers;N; N0 set of positive, resp. strily positive integers;T; D ; E the unit irle, its interior (the unit dis) and its exterior, resp.;`p�q2 [0;1) spae of square summable p� q matries on N; `p2[0;1) = `1�p2 [0;1);Hp�q2 (E) spae of all p� q matrix funtions that are square-integrable on the unit irle andanalyti in E; Hp2(E) = H1�p2 (E);RHp�q2 (E) The rational funtions in Hp�q2 (E);k � k2 spetral norm of a matrix (maximum singular value);Lp�qn set of all rational p�q matrix funtions of MMillan degree at most n, with presribedpoles �1; : : : ; �n;ei the ith Eulidean basis vetor in Rn;In the n� n identity matrix;Æij Kroneker delta, i.e. 1 if i = j and 0 otherwise;
 Kroneker matrix produt;H(f) (Blok) Hankel matrix with symbol f , i.e., whose (i; j)th (blok) element is Hij(f) =fi+j�1 , with f(z) = P1k=0 fkz�k , the Laurent expansion of the stable transferfuntion f .The rational MIMO transfer funtion f(z) 2 RHq�q2 (E) has a n-dimensional state spae real-ization (A;B;C;D) with A 2 C n�n , B;C� 2 C n�q and D 2 C q�q if f(z) = D + C(zI � A)�1B.A realization is minimal if the size of A is minimal. This minimal degree is alled the MMillandegree. The realization is alled stable if all eigenvalues of A lie stritly within the unit irle.The ontrollability Gramian P and observability Gramian Q are de�ned by the Lyapunov equations:APA� +BB� = P and A�QA+C�C = Q. A stable realization is alled balaned if P = Q = �, with� = diag(�1; �2; : : : ; �n); �1 � : : : � �n, where �i are the positive Hankel singular values. A funtionis alled inner if it satis�es [f(1=z�)℄�f(z) = Iq.In the artile by Heuberger et al. [5℄ the onstrution of a generalized orthonormal basis isdeveloped. It is done by using the minimal balaned state spae realization (A;B;C;D) of an innertransfer funtion G. The following result was shown.Theorem 2.1. Let G be a q�q inner transfer funtion with MMillan degree n > 0, having a Laurentexpansion G(z) = P1k=0Gkz�k with kG0k < 1, and let (A;B;C;D) be a balaned realization of G.Denote Vk(z) = z(zI �A)�1BGk(z):Then the set of funtions feTi Vk(z)gi=1;:::;n;k=0;:::;1 onstitutes an orthonormal basis of the funtionspae Hq2(E).Consider the SISO ase (q = 1) and assume n = 1. Then the inner funtion G is just a Blashkefator �(z) = (1 � ��z)=(z � �) (� 2 D ). Thus, what this theorem atually does in this ase isorthogonalizing the sequene f�kg1k=1. The resulting orthogonal rational funtions are the well known



4Laguerre funtions �k(z) = q1� j�j2z (1� ��z)k�1(z � �)k ; k = 1; 2; : : : :This is easily generalized to orthonormalizing a sequene of basis funtions, whih are not the powersof one Blashke fator, but of a Blashke produt, i.e., a produt of n di�erent Blashke fators withpoles f�1; : : : ; �ng � D . Thus these poles are repeated periodially. This an be useful for systemidenti�ation when one has information about n poles of the system. In that ase G is a salarinner funtion ontaining these n poles. In mathematial terms we have G(z) = �1(z) � � ��n(z), with�k(z) = (1� ��kz)=(z � �k). By taking powers of G, these n poles are ylially repeated. This is theSISO ase with n > 1 of Theorem 2.1. See [9℄.What we want to do is generalize this idea in the sense that we do not repeat the poles, but addnew poles at eah step, whih may or may not be a repetition of a previous one. In this ase we willneed to put some restritions on the plaement of the poles, see (2.4).By � we denote the sequene of numbers f�1; �2; �3; : : :g � D .The Blashke fators �k are de�ned as�k(z) = 1� ��kzz � �k ; k = 1; 2; : : : : (2.1)Note that this de�nition is somewhat di�erent from the one used in [3℄ where the poles were assumedoutside the unit dis. The reason is that we want our poles to lie inside the unit dis to get stabilityin a system theoreti sense.The Blashke produts Gk are de�ned asG0(z) = 1; Gk(z) = �1(z) � � ��k(z); k = 1; 2 : : : : (2.2)Reall that we onsider here the salar (SISO) ase where q = 1. Then a salar inner funtion Hk = �kof degree one, is added to the system in step k.The Gk have Laurent-series expansions around 1; given byGk(z) = 1Xl=0Gk;lz�k: (2.3)In the salar ase it is most onvenient to set �1 = 0 to keep in touh with the theory in [3℄. It doesnot a�et our results muh, but makes the proofs a lot easier.The spaes Lk of rational funtions of degree k are de�ned asLk = spanfG0; G1; : : : ; Gkg:The union of all the Lk is denoted by L. L = 1[k=0Lk :The ondition for the poles not approahing the boundary too fast, is reeted in the Blashkeondition 1Xk=1(1� j�kj) =1: (2.4)This ondition is equivalent with the divergene of the Blashke produts Gk: they go to zero uniformlyin jzj � r > 1. It is also a neessary and suÆient ondition for the density of L in H2(E) [3,6℄.



5The main theorem onerning the salar ase is formulated below as Theorem 3.1.In the matrix ase, we an onsider square inner funtions Hk of size q � q having a MMillandegree n. There are of ourse many possibilities. For example �k(z)Iq is an inner funtion withMMillan degree equal to q with a pole �k of multipliity q. This an be generalized a bit more byonsidering diag(�1; �1; : : : ; �q) whih is also a degree q inner funtion. Another interesting ase is ageneral q � q inner funtion of MMillan degree one with one presribed pole in � 2 D . The mostgeneral form of suh an inner funtion is given now.Lemma 2.2. A general q � q inner funtion of MMillan degree 1, with a pole in � 2 D is given byZ(z) = N �Iq � z � 1(z � �)(1� ��)uu�� ; (2.5)with NN� = N�N = Iq and u 2 C q�1 satisfying u�u = 1 � j�j2. The fator N is a normalizationputting: Z(1) = N .Proof. See appendix. �Thus, if we let Hk = Zk be suh an inner funtion with pole �k, then we an again onstrut innerfuntions as in the salar ase:G0(z) = Iq; Gk(z) = Hk(z) � � �H1(z); k = 1; 2 : : : : (2.6)Note that the matrix Blashke fator Hk is premultiplied. Again we assume Laurent seriesHk(z) = 1Xj=0Hk;jz�j and Gk(z) = 1Xj=0Gk;jz�j :Of ourse the same an be said about a general fatorHk whih is inner, of size q�q and of degree mk.In [5℄, all the Hk were the same. The main result about this general ase is formulated in Theorem3.2. Before onluding this setion, we give some additional results needed for our main results inthe next setion. We have the following remarkable fat for a Hankel matrix of an inner funtion [5,Proposition 4.2℄.Proposition 2.3. Let G(z) be a square inner funtion with MMillan degree n > 0. Then a singularvalue deomposition of H(G) satis�es H(G) = UV �;with U; V 2 C1�n unitary, and the pair (U; V ) is unique modulo postmultipliation with a unitarymatrix T 2 Cn�n .Thus all the Hankel singular values of an inner funtion are equal to 1.Another property is the following.Lemma 2.4. Let G be a q � q inner funtion with Laurent expansion G(z) = P1k=0Gkz�k. ThenP1k=0G�k+iGk = Æi0Iq, i 2 N, and also kGkk2 � 1; k 2 N: (2.7)



6Proof. The �rst part is given in [5, Proposition 4.1℄. It immediately follows from the fat that forz 2 Twe have for an inner funtion G that G�G = Iq. Replaing G by its Laurent series gives theresult. In partiular we have P1k=0G�kGk = Iq, so that for all k 2 N, Iq �G�kGk � 0 (inequality in thesense of positive de�nite matries). Hene kGkk2 � 1. �We have a nie property for the Laurent oeÆients of the limit of a sequene of inner funtions.Proposition 2.5. Let Hk 2 RHq�q2 (E) be a sequene of inner funtions of �nite MMillan degreemk. Then Gn = Hn � � �H1 is an inner funtion of MMillan degree Pnk=1mk. Suppose also thatlimn!1 Gn(z) = 0 uniformly in �Er = fz 2 C : 1 < r � jzj � 1g. Assume Gn(z) = P1k=0Gn;kz�k.Then Gn;k ! 0 for all k 2 N as n!1.Proof. We know that the Laurent oeÆients of Gn are given byGn;k = 12�i ITrGn(z)zk�1dzwhere Tr := fz 2 C : jzj = r > 1g. Choose k 2 N. Beause limn!1 Gn(z) = 0, we �nd for every � > 0a suÆiently large n, suh that (for any norm) kGn(z)k < �rk , uniformly in �Er . Thus for large enoughn, we an make kGn;kk arbitrarily small. Thus Gn;k ! 0 as n!1. This proves the statement. �3. Main resultsThe �rst theorem we an prove is the following.Theorem 3.1. Let fGkg1k=0 be an in�nite sequene of salar Blashke produts, de�ned as in (2.2).These are inner funtions with presribed poles in �. Suppose that these Gk have Laurent-seriesexpansions (2.3). Let (Ak; Bk; Ck; Dk) be a minimal balaned realization of Gk(z) with k � 1. Supposethat the poles � satisfy (2.4) and denoteWk(z) = z(zI � Ak)�1Bk :If we let k tend to 1, then the entries of Wk onverge to a omplete orthonormal system for thefuntion spae H2(E).The previous theorem shows how one pole, i.e. one Blashke fator, an be introdued at a time. In[5℄ there are n di�erent poles that are ylially repeated. These n poles are added simultaneouslyso that in eah update, the n di�erent poles are repeated. A generalization that we give here is thatwe add in the kth update mk poles. The number of poles mk an di�er in eah step and the polesintrodued may or may not be a repetition of previously introdued poles. At the same time, we shallalso allow the inner funtions to be square of size q � q as it was formulated in [5℄.As suggested by Proposition 2.5, we replae the ondition (2.4) by the more general onditionlimn!1Gn(z) = 0; uniformly for all z 2 �Er = fz 2 C : jzj � r > 1g: (3.1)It is needed to guarantee that the resulting orthogonal funtions will span the whole Hardy spae.In the salar ase q = 1, then Gk;0 = Qkj=1(���j ). It is well known that the divergene of Q j�j j isequivalent with the divergene of the series P(1� j�j j). For example if all the �k are in a ompatsubset of D , then jGn;0j � Qj jHj;0j ! 0.



7In [5℄ the Hk are all equal and it is required that kHk;0k < 1. In that ase also kGn;0k � kHk;0kn willvanish as n!1.The general blok form of the theorem is then as follows.Theorem 3.2. Let fHk(z)g1k=1 be a sequene of q�q rational inner funtions, with minimal balanedrealizations (Ak;Bk; Ck;Dk), having MMillan degree mk > 0. From this sequene we generateGn(z) = Hn(z) � � �H1(z):The funtion Gn will be inner and have MMillan degree dn = Pnk=1mk. Suppose that the sequenefHk(z)g1k=1 is suh that (3.1) holds. DenoteVn(z) = z(zI �An)�1BnGn�1(z) 2 RHmn�q2 (E):Then the set of funtions fe�iVk(z)gi=1;:::;mk ;k=1;2;::: onstitutes an orthonormal basis of the funtionspae Hq2(E).We an also formulate the analog of [5, Corollary 3.2℄.Corollary 3.3. Let Gn and Vn be as in the previous theorem. Then there exist D0 2 C p�q and fork � 0, there are Lk 2 C p�mk suh that for f 2 Hp�q2 (E) we have f(z) = D0 + z�1P1k=0 LkVk(z).Proof. See Appendix. �4. Minimal balaned realization of inner funtions of degree 1In this setion we look at the minimal balaned realization of an inner funtion of degree 1.Lemma 4.1. The elementary degree one inner funtion given in (2.5) has a minimal balaned realiz-ation given by (A;B;C;D) = ��; u�; 1� �1� ��Nu;N(I � uu�1� �� )� : (4.1)Proof. This is immediately heked by diret omputation. �In the ase q = 1, � = �k , and setting N = 1���1�� this is a Blashke fator �k. A minimal balanedrealization then speializes to(A;B;C;D) = (�k;q1� j�kj2;q1� j�kj2;���k) (4.2)whih is of ourse easily derived in a diret way by rewriting the Blashke fator as�k(z) = 1� ��kzz � �k = ���k + 1� j�kj2z � �k :Note that in the general expression, D has the singular values (1; 1; : : : ; 1; j�j) so that kDk2 = 1.We see that if the Hk are rank 1 inner funtions of size q� q, with q > 1 then the spetral normsof the fators are kHk;0k2 = 1 while it may well be that Gn;0 goes to zero. This is why we need themore general riterion (3.1).



85. A reursive algorithm to �nd the minimal balaned state spae realization of aprodut of inner funtionsIn this setion we prove the general blok form of a reursive algorithm to generate the minimalbalaned realization of the inner funtion Gn. The theorem is as follows.Theorem 5.1. Let fHk(z)g1k=1 be a sequene of q�q inner transfer funtions, with minimal balanedrealization (Ak ;Bk; Ck;Dk) and with MMillan degree mk. DenoteGn(z) = Hn(z) � � �H1(z):Then fGn(z)g1n=1 is also a sequene of q � q inner transfer funtions. We denote their minimalbalaned realization as (An; Bn; Cn; Dn).1. The MMillan degree of Gn is dn :=Pni=1mi.2. The following reursion is valid. An = " An�1 0BnCn�1 An# ;Bn = " Bn�1BnDn�1# ;Cn = hDnCn�1 Cn i ;Dn =DnDn�1;with (A1; B1; C1; D1) = (A1;B1; C1;D1).Before we start the proof, we have to give the following lemmas.Lemma 5.2. With the notation of Theorem 5.1, we have(zI � An)�1 = " (zI � An�1)�1 0(zI �An)�1BnCn�1(zI �An�1)�1 (zI � An)�1# :Proof. The proof is a simple alulation. �We also need the following result [5, Proposition 5.2.℄.Lemma 5.3. (Ak; Bk; Ck; Dk) is a balaned realization i���� = In+q = ���;where � is the system matrix � = "ABC D# :This happens i� AkC�k + BkD�k = 0; CkC�k +DkD�k = I ;B�kAk +D�kCk = 0; B�kBk +D�kDk = I: (5.1)



9Proof of Theorem 5.1.1. This follows diretly from the the size of the matrix An onstruted above and the fat that therealization is minimal.2. We prove this by indution on n.For n = 1 it is valid, beause of the starting values (A1; B1; C1; D1) = (A1;B1; C1;D1).If it is valid for i < n, then we have to show its validity for n.First we prove that it is a realization of Gn.Cn(zI �An)�1Bn +Dn= hDnCn�1 Cn i " (zI � An�1)�1 0(zI �An)�1BnCn�1(zI �An�1)�1 (zI � An)�1#Bn +Dn= h(Dn + Cn(zI �An)�1Bn)Cn�1(zI � An�1)�1 Cn(zI �An)�1 i " Bn�1BnDn�1#+ DnDn�1=Hn(z)Cn�1(zI �An�1)�1Bn�1 +Hn(z)Dn�1=Hn(z)Gn�1(z) = Gn(z):We only need to prove its balanedness. This meansAnA�n +BnB�n = I ;A�nAn + C�nCn= I:Therefore we will need (5.1) whih is valid for every minimal balaned state spae realization of aninner transfer funtion. We will only prove the seond relation. The �rst an be proven similarly.A�nAn + C�nCn= "A�n�1 C�n�1B�n0 A�n # " An�1 0BnCn�1 An#+ "C�n�1D�nC�n # hDnCn�1 Cn i= "A�n�1An�1 + C�n�1B�nBnCn�1 C�n�1B�nAnA�nBnCn�1 A�nAn #+ "C�n�1D�nDnCn�1 C�n�1D�nCnC�nDnCn�1 C�nCn #= "A�n�1An�1 + C�n�1(B�nBn +D�nDn)Cn�1 C�n�1(B�nAn + D�nCn)(A�nBn + C�nDn)Cn�1 A�nAn + C�nCn # = I:Here we used the balanedness of (An�1; Bn�1; Cn�1; Dn�1) and (An;Bn; Cn;Dn). �By substituting the appropriate matries, this an be speialized to the ase where the MMillandegree of Hk is one i.e., when we hoose Hk = Zk as desribed above. Another speial ase isq = mk = 1, so that Hk is just a Blashke fator �k.6. Proof of the main resultsWe now are able to prove the main theorems. We �rst prove the simplest salar ase separately.The Gk are then the Blashke produts. We assume as before that �1 = 0 so that (A1; B1; C1; D1) =



10(A1;B1; C1;D1) = (0; 1; 1; 0). Also we know that (Ak;Bk; Ck;Dk) = (�k;p1� j�kj2;p1� j�kj2;���k)and the orthogonal funtions are given by [6℄�k(z) = zp1� j�kj2z � �k Gk�1(z); k � 1; (6.1)and spanf�1; �2; : : :g is dense in H2(E) i� (2.4) holds.Proof of Theorem 3.1.We prove the theorem by indution on k.For k = 1, we have from setion 2 (reall �1 = 0)W1(z) = zp1� j�1j2z � �1 = 1 = �1(z):This is in orrespondene with (6.1).If it is orret for all i < k, then we have for i = k thatWk(z)= z(zI �Ak)�1Bk= z " (zI �Ak�1)�1 0(z � �k)�1p1� j�kjCk�1(zI �Ak�1)�1 (z � �k)�1# " Bk�1p1� j�kj2Dk�1#= 24 z(zI � Ak�1)�1Bk�1zp1�j�kj2z��k (Ck�1(zI �Ak�1)�1Bk�1 +Dk�1)35= 24 Wk�1(z)zp1�j�kj2z��k Gk�1(z)35 = "Wk�1(z)�k(z) # :Here we used Lemma 5.2. �If we denote with (Ak ;Bk; Ck;Dk) the minimal balaned realization of the Blashke fator �k (thisis onsistent with the blok form notation in the ase Hk = �k), then it is easy to see that�k(z) = z(zI � Ak)�1BkGk�1(z);with Gn the Blashke produt as de�ned above.This an be generalized to the general blok form. This is what Theorem 3.2 states. Before weprove this theorem, we make the onnetion between the V - and the W -notation.Lemma 6.1. Consider the inner funtions Hk and Gn = Hn � � �H1 with minimal balaned realizations(Ak;Bk; Ck;Dk) and (An; Bn; Cn; Dn) respetively. Reall the de�nition Vk = z(zI�An)�1BnGn�1(z),and de�ne Wn(z) = 2664V1(z)...Vn(z)3775 :Then Wn(z) = z(zI �An)�1Bn.Proof. For n = 1 this is trivial.



11If it is valid for i < n, then we �nd for nz(zI � An)�1Bn = z " (zI � An�1)�1 0(zI �An)�1BnCn�1(zI �An�1)�1 (zI � An)�1#" Bn�1BnDn�1#= z " (zI �An�1)�1Bn�1(zI �An)�1Bn(Cn�1(zI � An�1)�1Bn�1 +Dn�1)#= " Wn�1(z)z(zI � An)�1BnGn�1(z)# = Wn(z): �Now we take a look at the Hankel matrix H(Gk). We set by de�nitionH(Gk) := 2666664Gk;1Gk;2Gk;3 � � �Gk;2Gk;3Gk;4 � � �Gk;3Gk;4Gk;5 � � �... ... ... 3777775 : (6.2)We have the following lemma (ompare with [5, Lemma A5℄).Lemma 6.2. Let fHi(z)g1i=1 and fGi(z)g1i=1 be as in Theorem 3.2. Suppose that (3.1) is satis�ed.Use the notation Hk to denote the Hankel matrix H(Gk) as de�ned in (6.2). Then for all i 2 N0, wehave limk!1maxj2N0 k (H�kHk)ij � ÆijIqk = 0:Proof. Consider the (i; j)th blok element of H�kHk . For j � i we �nd(H�kHk)ij = 1Xl=0G�k;i+lGk;j+l= ÆijIq � i�1Xl=0G�k;lGk;l+j�i:Thus k (H�kHk)ij � ÆijIqk= i�1Xl=0G�k;lGk;l+j�i� i�1Xl=0 kGk;lk =: Rk(i� 1):Beause limn!1 Gn;j = 0, we �nd that limk!1Rk(i� 1) = 0.For j < i we get by the same argumentsk (H�kHk)ij � ÆijIqk � Rk(j � 1):Beause Rk(j � 1) � Rk(i� 1), we �nd that for all i; j 2 N0k (H�kHk)ij � ÆijIqk � Rk(i� 1)! 0; k !1:This ompletes the proof. �Now we are able to prove the main theorem.



12Proof of Theorem 3.2.We know from Proposition 2.3 that for every k the Hankel matrix H(Gk) has a singular value deom-position H(Gk) = �ok�k;with �ok; (�k)� 2 C1�dk and unitary, i.e., (�ok)��ok = Idk = �k(�k)�. These matries are the observ-ability and ontrollability matrix of the system. This an be seen as follows. Reall that the matrixfuntions Vk(z) and Wk(z) from Lemma 6.1 are related byWk(z) = 2666664V1(z)V2(z)...Vk(z)3777775 :Suppose Wk(z) = P1i=0Wk;iz�i and de�ne the matrix Wk = hWk;0Wk;1 : : :i. Then we prove that�k = Wk . Reall thatWk(z) has dk salar rows. We also show that the funtions �k(z) =P1i=0 �k;iz�i,de�ned by Wk = 2666664 �1;0 �1;1 � � ��2;0 �2;1 � � �...�dk ;0 �k;1 � � �3777775 ; �k;l 2 C 1�q ;for k = 1; 2; : : : are omplete in Hq2(E).First we take a look at Gk(z). It has a minimal balaned realization (Ak; Bk; Ck; Dk). ThusGk(z) = Dk + Ck(zI �Ak)�1Bk = 1Xi=0Gk;iz�i;with Gk;0=Dk;Gk;i =CkAi�1k Bk ; i � 1: (6.3)We know that Wk(z) = z(zI �Ak)�1Bk from Lemma 6.1. ThusWk;i = AikBk; i � 0: (6.4)Beause the realization (Ak; Bk; Ck; Dk) is balaned, it is easy to see that Wk is unitary beauseWkW �k = 1Xi=0AikBkB�k(A�k)i = I:For �ok, we an use (6.2) to obtain that �ok;i = CkAik; i � 0:By again using the balanedness, we �nd that also �ok is unitary sine(�ok)��ok = 1Xi=0(A�k)iC�kCkAik = I:Thus the rows of Wk 2 C dk�1 form a set of dk orthonormal sequenes f�igdki=1 in `q2[0;1).Beause of the fat that the Z-transform is an isometri isomorphism from `q2[0;1) ! Hq2(E), it is



13lear that the funtions f�i(z)gdki=1 are a set of dk orthonormal funtions. We still need to prove thatthe set f�i(z)g1i=1 is omplete in Hq2(E). We haveWk(z) = 2666664 �1(z)�2(z)...�dk (z)3777775 :By de�nition f�i(z)g1i=1 is omplete in Hq2(E) i� 8x = (xk)1k=0 2 `q2[0;1) : h�k; xi = 0 8k ) x = 0.With x� = [x0 x1 : : :℄�, we have that if h�k ; xi = 0 for all k � 1, then Wkx� = 0 for all k 2 N0,hene also W �kWkx� = 0 for all k 2 N0. When ei is the ith unit vetor, and Ei = ei 
 Iq, then the ithblok row of this equation is [W �kWk℄i�x� := E�i [W �kWk℄i�x� = 0 (we assume iq � dk). Thuskxik = k([W �kWk℄i� � E�i )x�k � k[W �kWk℄i� � E�i k kxk:SineW �kWk = W �k (�ok)��okWk = (H(Gk))�H(Gk), it follows from Lemma 6.2 that limk!1 k[W �kWk℄i��E�i k = 0, whih implies that xi = 0. Beause this holds for arbitrary i 2 N, we may onlude thatx = 0. This proves the theorem. �7. ConlusionsWe have shown that there exists a reursive method to �nd the minimal balaned state spaerealization of an inner funtion given as a produt of inner fators. This realization gives rise to anorthonormal basis of the funtion spae Hq2(E), whih an be of great use in system identi�ation.The theory we desribe here is a generalization of the one presented in [5℄. To onlude, we mention3 speial ases of this theory in the salar ase, i.e., when q = 1.1. First we take mi = 1 and �i = 0 for all i. This means that all Hi(z) are equal to 1=z. Then we�nd the pulse basis.2. When we take mi = 1 and �i = a for all i, with a 2 D , then we have that Hi(z) = 1�a�zz�a . We now�nd the Laguerre basis.3. When we take mi = 2, �2k+1 = a and �2k = a� for all i, with a 2 D , then we �nd the Kautz basis.8. AppendixProof of Lemma 2.2.The most general funtion with pole z = � is Z(z) = Z0+Z1=(z��). Thus for a degree one funtionwe need a rank one matrix for Z1. We write it as Z1 = uv�. We normalize it by making Z(1) = Nwith N�N = Iq. This is obtained by settingZ0 = N � uv�1� �:So that Z(z) = N + (1� z)uv�(z � �)(1� �) :



14We express that [Z(1=z�)℄�Z(z) = Iq and use N�N = Iq to get after multiplying out the denominatorN�uv�(1� z)(z � �)(1� �) + vu�N(1� 1=z)(1=z � ��)(1� ��) + vu�uv�(1� 1=z)(1� z)(1=z � ��)(z � �)(1� ��)(1� �) = 0or, after rearranging termstz + zt� � (t+ t�) = 0; with t = (1� ��)N�uv� + �(1� �)vu�N � vu�uv�:Sine this has got to be true for any z, we have t = 0. Thus, sinet� t� = (1� ��)2N�uv� � (1� �)2vu�N = 0;we get after multilpying with v from the right(1� ��)2(v�vN�u = (1� �)2(u�Nv)v;so that N�u = � 1� �1� ���2 u�Nvv�v vor N�u = �v for short. Beause u�Nv = ��v�v, we see that� = � 1� �1� ���2 ��:Use this in t + t� = 0 to get [(1� (��)2)�+ (1� �2)�� � 2(u�u)℄vv� = 0:Hene, using u�u = u�NN�u = j�j2v�v,(1� (��)2) + (1� �2)��� = 2��(v�v):Thus � = (1� �)(1� j�j2)(1� ��)(v�v) :We therefore have from u = �NvZ(z) = N + (1� z)uv�(z � �)(1� �) = N + (1� z)(1� j�j2)Nvv�(z � �)(1� ��)(v�v) :By normalizing v�v = 1� j�j2, we �nally haveZ(z) = N �Iq + (1� z)vv�(z � �)(1� ��)� ; v�v = 1� j�j2: �Proof of Corollary 3.3.De�ne D0 = limz!1 f(z) and de�ne h(z) = f(z)�D0. Beause we an onsider eah row of zh(z) 2Hp�q2 (E) as an element in Hq2(E), and beause the �i form an orthogonal basis for Hq2(E), there is asequene of omplex numbers  = (k)1k=1 2 `2 suh that for row i of zh(z) we havezhi�(z) = 1Xk=1 ik�k(z) = 1Xj=1(Lj)i�Vj(z);
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